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Abstract 

In product development, an automated generation of shape variations enables a rapid assessment 

of potentially appealing design directions. We present a framework for computing a product line-

up of automotive body shapes based on spectral methods for mesh processing. We calculate the 

eigenspace projections of 3D vehicle meshes and identify the relevant style as well as content 

components based on the eigenvalues. The style of a model is then transferred to arbitrary 

prototype content car shapes, which allows for a rapid portfolio generation of various car types 

with minimal user interaction. 

Keywords: 3D modelling, conceptual design, product families, style transfer, computational design 
methods 

1. Introduction 

The creation of visually appealing designs, which likewise provide an optimal technical performance 

under given environment conditions, is a core ingredient in any product development process. For some 

design tasks like automotive development, it is in addition relevant to reflect common features within a 

set of design instances to increase the recognition factor among a design family or product portfolio. In 

consequence, these features allow consumers an easy identification of common style and unity, or even 

branding. However, by working on a novel single design, e.g. a vehicle in a virtual design process, the 

potential to imagine how style elements of this novel design would transfer to other designs of a family 

may be limited without actually modelling it in a time-consuming manual process. Hence, in the present 

paper we propose a framework for computing a product line-up of 3D automotive body shapes, which 

relies on a transfer of style features on a set of prototypes in a semi-automated fashion. For this, we 

utilize the spectral eigendecomposition of the Laplace-Beltrami operator discretized for the triangulated 

3D surface meshes of car shapes and propose a scheme for 3D style transfer on meshes. 

Automated style transfer for 2D images has recently been developed based on convolutional neural 

networks due to the availability of large image repositories and increased computational (GPU) power. 

Neural style transfer (Gatys et al., 2016) has made a strong impact on the generation of artistic data as 

well as the generation of novel shapes and designs. Gatys et al. (2016) proposed a method to 

automatically divide image data into style and content information and utilized these information to 

compose novel artistic images comprising the content, e.g. a city skyline, of one image and the style, e.g. 

the style of famous painters, of a second image. For a more detailed review on available state-of-the-art 

methods, see Jing et al. (2017). 
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First attempts to realize neural style transfer for 3D geometries by geometric deep learning 

concluded in several challenges, e.g. on the choice of a reasonable base representation (voxels or 

point clouds) or on the layout of the deep neural net architecture. Friedrich et al. (2018) have 

proposed a framework for 3D neural style transfer based on three-dimensional voxel data for 

simplified car shapes. An improvement of the framework by a standardized Gram matrix based loss 

function for style has been introduced by Friedrich and Menzel (2019). Yang et al. (2019) also 

utilize voxels and point cloud representations for 3D shape transformation between two objects 

based on geometric deep learning. An alternative hybrid approach combines styles from images and 

content from 3D meshes resulting in texturized and deformed 3D models (Kato et al., 2018). In 

parallel to neural style transfer, many researches have created generative neural network setups like 

autoencoders in order to generate novel three-dimensional shapes by mixing latent features of 

different models. While Brock et al. (2016) utilized the voxel format, Achlioptas et al. (2018) have 

achieved similar results with point clouds. Both approaches yield promising results with the 

downside of geometric data formats, which are typically not used in virtual design. Umetani (2017) 

on the other hand has focused on autoencoder based shape generation on 3D mesh data by 

introducing an algorithm for the generation of compatible, homogeneous three-dimensional meshes 

of cars with a shared topology that enables the direct application of neural network based methods. 

In contrast to data-driven neural style transfer approaches like geometric deep learning, the field of 

geometry processing offers a variety of methods for directly operating on 3D shapes and 3D 

meshes. Traditional mesh processing was based on mesh operators like Laplacian matrices and 

spectral methods (Meyer et al., 2003; Sorkine, 2005; Reuter et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2007). In 

2004, Sorkine et al. (2004) proposed to extract high-frequency details from one geometry and 

transfer them to another shape based on Laplacian processing which provides an excellent starting 

point for an automated style transfer between 3D vehicle shapes. In this paper, we transfer the 

general concept of style and content from neural style transfer to classic mesh processing with the 

help of recent three-dimensional datasets originating from generative neural network setups. We 

utilize the spectral representation of a 3D mesh object and extract features that can be associated 

with either style or content. Since we rely on a homogeneous mesh dataset, we are able to mix style 

and content from different 3D models and create novel shapes. This allows us to generate complete 

automotive product portfolios in a semi-automatic fashion in a matter of minutes. The generated 

portfolio shapes are intended to be an inspiration for the designers during the concept development 

phase for new automotive models. Rather than fully functional 3D meshes, we aim to combine 

visual features associated with style and content in order to obtain innovative design inspiration 

prototypes with the proposed design exploration tool. Given compatible datasets, the approach is not 

limited to automotive development only, but universally applicable on all kinds of object classes 

given the availability of data sets and mesh constraints. 

The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we introduce the mathematical fundamentals for 

spectral mesh processing which forms the basis for our proposed framework. In section 3, we detail 

the connection to style transfer, describe our dataset and formulate our approach, which we apply to 

a standard benchmark design and representative geometries from the automotive domain. Finally, 

we conclude our work in section 4 and give ideas for potential improvements. 

2. Mesh processing 

In the following, we review the triangular mesh definition and its mesh Laplacian operators, which we 

will use to perform the mesh processing. Our focus lies on mesh compression and mesh smoothing based 

on spectral mesh methods. For a comprehensive overview of all applications based on mesh Laplacians, 

we refer to Zhang et al. (2007). Furthermore, Meyer et al. (2003), Reuter et al. (2006) and Sorkine et al. 

(2004, 2005) give further inside on the theoretical principles of mesh Laplacians and their applications. 

2.1. Mesh notation 

We use the notation ִי ȟ꜡ὠ for a geometric, triangular, three-dimensional mesh, where 6 

describes the vertices and  ꜡ the edges of the mesh. The edge list  ꜡ includes the topological 
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information in form of a list of index pairs ὭȟὮ which indicates an edge between vertex Ὥ and 

vertex Ὦ. The vertices are organized in a matrix ὠᶰᴙ  where ὲ denotes the total number of 

vertices and each row encodes the three dimensional coordinate vector of the vertex,  ὺ
ὼȟώȟᾀ  with Ὥɴ ρȟὲ. 

2.2. Mesh Laplacians 

Mesh Laplacians are linear operators which can be applied to discrete meshes and which are 

derived from the Laplace-Beltrami operator defined on locally Riemannian Manifolds (Sorkine, 

2005). 

The Laplace-Beltrami operator applied to a function Ὢ on a continuous 2D Riemann manifold is 

defined as 

ЎὪḊ ὨὭὺὫὶὥὨὪ  ɳϽɳὪ (1) 

Equation (1) can be discretized for the application to discrete triangulated mesh ִי  in three 

dimensions and is generally written as 

ὒὪ ὦ В  Ὢ Ὢᶰ  (2) 

The operator acts on each vertex ὺ taking only the local neighbourhood ὔὭ of the vertex into 

account. Usually, only first order neighbours are considered. The edge weight   is a positive 

scalar representing the interconnection of vertices Ὥ and Ὦ, and the factor ὦ  represents a suitable 

normalization which might be different for each vertex Ὥ. In the general form, Ὢ is an abritrary 

function defined on each vertex. 

If we take the actual mesh’s vertex coordinates Ö as function value Ὢ, we obtain a vector  for each 

vertex. This so-called differential coordinate  (Sorkine, 2005) is normal to the local mesh surface 

and its norm encodes the curvature of the surface. The differential coordinate is a local mesh 

descriptor used for mesh processing and manipulation (Sorkine, 2005). Most relevant for our 

considerations are the specifications of the general Mesh Laplacian in the combinatorial or in the 

geometric form. 

2.3. Combinatorial Laplacian 

The combinatorial, or also known as graph Laplacian, is solely derived from the graph information 

encoded in the edge list .꜡ The matrix representation of the graph Laplacian is given in its 

normalized form by 

ὒὧέάὦρ $ρὃȟ (3) 

where the adjacency matrix ὃ and the diagonal matrix D are defined as follows. 

ὃ
ρ  ÉÆ ὭȟὮᶰ ȟ꜡
π ÏÔÈÅÒ×ÉÓÅ

 (4) 

Ὀ
Ὠ ȿὔὭȿ  ÉÆ Ὥ Ὦȟ

π ÏÔÈÅÒ×ÉÓÅ
 (5) 

If we combine Equations (2) and (3), we obtain the formula 

Ὥ
ὫὶὥὴὬ ρ

ὨὭ
В ÖὭ ÖὮὮɴὔὭ  (6) 

which gives us the differential coordinate of each vertex with the absolute norm approximating the 

curvature of the mesh at the vertex Ö. For low-resolution meshes, the curvature approximation as 

given by ȿ ȿ is not very accurate (Figure 1, left). Some vertices, which should have rather high 

curvature values, since they are pointy edged, are assigned a rather low value, whereas neighbouring 

vertices with expected low curvature are assigned a rather high curvature value. 
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Figure 1. Visualization of the curvature approximation at each vertex given by the norm of the 

differential coordinates calculated with the graph Laplacian (left) and geometric Laplacian 
(right). Purple colours imply low curvature, while red and yellow imply larger curvature. 

Curvatures are calculated for the vertices and interpolated on the mesh triangles. 

2.4. Geometric Laplacian 

In order to achieve better local approximation capabilities, Pinkall and Polthier (1993) and Meyer 

(2003) proposed to use geometric relations of the edges and vertices involved in Equation (1). 

Effectively,   and ὦ  become a function of  ꜡and ὠ in contrast to the combinatorial Laplacian. The 

geometric information to be included is provided by the angles   and   between edges opposing 

the edge connecting ὺ and ὺ in the mesh triangles adjacent to ὺ and ὺ. By using these angles to 

define so-called cotangent weights, the geometric Laplacian is given as follows: 

ὒ Ὢ
ȿ ȿ
В ÃÏÔ ÃÏÔ Ὢ Ὢᶰ . (7) 

Hereby, ɱ denotes the size of the Voronoi cell of the vertex ὺ. We are now able to calculate the 

differential coordinates   and the curvature in the same way as done in section 2.3. Apparently, 

the approximation of the curvature is more in line with the expected curvature (Figure 1, right). 

2.5. Mesh compression 

Differential coordinates and the according Laplacians are used in a variety of applications for mesh 

and graph processing. For a comprehensive overview, we refer to the overviews given by Sorkine 

(2005) and Zhang et al. (2007). The application described in this work relies on the mesh processing 

and compression based on the eigenvalue decomposition of the Laplacians. The eigenvectors of the 

Laplacian matrix ὒ are organized into columns of an orthogonal matrix 

Ὁ  ÅȟỄȟὩ  ɴ ᴙ  where ὉὉ Ὁ Ὁ ρ  (8) 

 with the corresponding sorted eigenvalues 

π  ‗  ‗ ‗ Ễ ‗ . (9) 

In order to project the vertices Ö into the mesh’s spectral domain and obtain the spectral coefficients 

Ã , the matrix of eigenvectors has to be multiplied with the vertices, 

ὅ Ὁὠ with ὠ ᶰᴙ  .  (10) 

The original vertices are consequently reconstructed with the inverse operation, 

6 Ὁ#. (11) 

It turns out that the coefficients ordered according to (9) relate to low and high frequency mesh properties 

in a similar way as Fourier coefficients (Sorkine, 2005; Zhang et al., 2007). Thus, we can use these 

coefficients to perform mesh compression in form of low-pass filtering. In Figure 2, we show the 

compressed Stanford bunny in a 242 vertices low polygon version based on the mesh operators ὒ  and 

ὒ . We took only the smallest 24 eigenvalues and corresponding spectral coefficients of Equation (10) 

and reconstructed the shape according to Equation (11) with the truncated versions of Ὁ and C. The 

reconstructions are far from being perfect with both approaches, but in general, the geometric approach 
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produces smoother results with less artefacts and reproduces the overall shape and features most similar to 

the original. Hence, we base all following transformations on the geometric Laplacian ὒ Ȣ 

 
Figure 2. 24 Eigenvalue based, compressed Stanford Bunny with 242 vertices (left: original, 

middle: Reconstruction based on combinatorial Laplacian, right: Reconstruction based on 
geometric Laplacian) 

It is common knowledge that the lowest non-zero eigenvalue ‗ encodes the centre of mass of the 

mesh. It takes a minimum of three non-zero spectral coefficients to generate three-dimensional 

structures with the inverse transformation according to Equation (11). Figure 3 illustrates various 

reconstructions of shapes with truncated sets of spectral coefficients from the geometric Laplacian. 

Taking the coefficients related to the first four eigenvalues already produces a three-dimensional shape 

(top left). Increasing the number of included coefficients leads to a steady improvement of the 

reconstructed shape, where higher order eigenvectors introduce more high-frequency details. 

Including only 100 coefficients, which is less than half the total number of eigenvectors, produces a 

reasonable approximation of the original mesh. The overall structure of the mesh is quickly lost, once 

the low order coefficients are omitted (Figure 3, bottom right). 

 

 
Figure 3. Mesh reconstructions based on different numbers of eigenvectors according to  

Equation (11); top row: ⱦỄ ⱦ, ⱦỄ ⱦ, ⱦỄ ⱦ ;  

bottom row: ⱦỄ ⱦ , , ⱦỄ ⱦἶ , , ⱦỄ ⱦἶ  (strong zoom) 
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In addition, we compute and viusualize the low and high frequency relation of the eigenvectors by 

overlaying the components ὩȠ Ὧɴ ρȟὲ of the individual eigenvectors onto the mesh geometry. The 

lower order eigenvectors represent smooth functions on the complete mesh, whereas increasing 

oscillations or strong localizations are visible for higher order eigenvectors (Figure 4). For example, 

the lowest eigenvalues influence only very localized areas of the mesh. 

 
Figure 4. Overlay of eigenvectors ▄░ onto the mesh geometry; top row; ░ , ░ , ░ ; 

bottom row: ░ , ░ , ░  

3. Eigendecomposition based mesh mixing 

At this point, we draw an analogy to the idea of neural style transfer (Gatys et al., 2016; Friedrich et 

al., 2018; Friedrich and Menzel, 2019) and interpret the low frequency components of a mesh as 

content of the model and the high frequency components as style. Low frequency components let 

the viewer recognize the overall object shape but omit certain details like surface texture, which is 

in direct correlation to the content representation in neural style transfer. Similarly, we argue that 

the high frequency transformation, as depicted in Figure 3 bottom right, contains model information 

usually interpreted as style information like small structures and texture. 

Therefore, we propose to perform eigendecomposition based style transfer by mixing the high and 

low frequency parts of two separate triangular meshes. However, since we directly transfer spectral 

coefficients with their corresponding eigenvectors, we are limited to compatible meshes that share 

the same graph structure  ꜡ and only the vertex positions ὠ are allowed to differ. Additionally, 

similar semantic regions have to be encoded by similar sets of vertices. In case of e.g. cars, we have 

to assume that the set of vertices modelling the front lights of the first triangular mesh has to be at 

least in a similar geometric region on the second triangular mesh. 

Consequently, in this first simple approach we do not achieve a style representation with invariance to 

e.g. translation or rotation, which is in contrast to neural style transfer. Hence, we cannot perform a 

general style transfer of arbitrary objects but instead focus on a model family like different types of 

cars with the same mesh topology. 
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3.1. Vehicle dataset for style transfer 

In the following, we utilize the automotive datasets provided by Umetani (2017) to illustrate our proposed 

framework. The automotive body shapes have homogenous meshes, which results in identical mesh graph 

structures given by .꜡ Furthermore, due to the way Umetani’s meshes are generated, the vertices have a 

rough semantic similarity from one mesh to another, meaning vertices on the front bumper of one car are 

also located on the front bumper of all other cars, etc. This is true for most car types like sedans and 

SUVs, but might differ slightly for more distinct types like pickups or buses. The individual meshes 

consist of ὲ φρτφ vertices. We transform the original quad meshes by Umetani to triangular meshes. 

In addition to the original mesh geometries, we derive a set of automotive prototypes representing 

different categories like compact, SUV and sport. For doing this, we take the original meshes of a 

representative of each category and manually remove fine details in order to obtain car shapes, which 

solely embody the coarse shape of the category. The editing preserves the topology and the rough 

vertex positions. The resulting five category prototypes are depicted in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5.  Automotive prototypes derived from Umetani’s (2017) dataset 

However, in general, our method does not rely on shape prototypes necessarily. We achieve very 

similar prototype models when applying spectral low pass filtering but as we include more high 

frequency components, the prototypes change in an unfavourable manner as more detailed structures 

appear on the prototype instead of refining only the global appearance (Figure 6). Thus, we base our 

final portfolio stylization on the shape prototypes derived from Umetani’s dataset. 

 

 
Figure 6. Low pass filtered automotive model. Top row: Compact car prototype derived from 

Umetani’s dataset; Bottom row: Original model of compact car prototype 

3.2. Style transfer method based on eigenspace projections 

As stated above, the meshes of all different geometries in our dataset have the same topology. Hence, 

we create a new set of vertices ὠ  by a modification of the mesh reconstruction of Equation (11) and 

generate a linear combination of the spectral coefficients and eigenvectors of two different geometries, 

i.e., the content and style meshes as follows: 

ὠ Ὁ ὡ ὅ  Ὁ ὡ ὅ  (12) 

Here, ὡ are diagonal ὲ ὲ matrices with π ύ ρ. Setting ύ π omits eigenfrequency 

information corresponding to the eigenvalue ‗. For our models generated in this work, we usually 
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consider the first 100 eigenvalues of the content source mesh and eigenvalues from no. 100 to 3000 as 

style source. The exact setting depends on the used models for the content and style source as well as 

on the subjective preference of the user. The weighting ὡ is not necessarily binary. We can easily 

model smooth transitions or even over amplify e.g. high frequency features. 

3.3. Evaluation of style transfer for vehicles models 

In order to estimate the success of the generated automotive models by eigendecomposition mixing, 

we compare the results to a simple baseline method, which just takes the average of the vertex 

positions between content and style mesh for each vertex. The mean models smoothly blend between 

content and style shape and do not consider the fact that the overall shape should be close to the 

content source (Figure 7). For example, the mean models have a length exactly in between the content 

and style mesh instead of keeping the length of the content source mesh. We also observe in the area 

of the trunk on both examples that the rough shape of the content source is noticeably neglected while 

our eigendecomposition approach performs as desired. 

 
      Content shape  Style shape    Mean shape  Eigendecomposition 

Figure 7. Comparison of automotive body shapes produced by a mean operator and 
eigendecomposition mixing. 1. Column: Prototype/content source, 2. Column: Style source,  

3. Column: Mean result, 4. Column: Eigendecomposition result 

Additionally, we note that shape-mixing approaches based on latent vector representations from 

autoencoders, as presented by Umetani (2017), in principal suffer from the same issues as a simple mean 

mesh. In adverse situations, the generated latent vector does not represent a geometry even close to one of the 

source meshes, which is especially true for non-variational autoencoders. Furthermore, our own experience 

has shown that autoencoders tend to smooth details, in which we are especially interested. In contrast, the 

proposed approach has the ability to transfer sharp features from the style shape onto the content shape. 

3.4. Portfolio generation by eigenspace projections 

The framework proposed above enables us to generate an automotive design portfolio in very short 

time in a semi-automated manner. At first, we identify style features, i.e. high-frequencies of the 

eigendecomposition, and transfer them on the set of car shape prototypes. Since we only have to 

calculate the eigenvectors of a potentially unseen new style source, while we can fall back to our 

precomputed prototypes for each category, the computational effort is minimal. We experienced that a 

default configuration for ὡ yields reasonable results in most cases. Nevertheless, it is possible to 

perform a manual fine-tuning of the eigendecomposition mixing in real time afterwards for each 

prototype. The results of the style transfer for two example vehicle portfolios sets are visualized in 

Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Two exemplary automotive portfolios, the style features of the left car are 
transferred to the set of five prototypes (Figure 5) 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, we introduced a 3D style transfer based on the spectral eigendecomposition of mesh 

Laplacians. Starting from prototype content shapes, we transfer style elements from a different car mesh 

to all prototype shapes. This framework enables a rapid generation of automotive portfolios 

homogeneously stylized as defined by the style car shape. As advantage, the proposed method allows a 

user working on a novel (car) design to visualize the current style features on a portfolio of designs in an 

online fashion, which supports decision making processes. The generated portfolio acts as a creative 

inspiration and starting point for follow up design tasks and studies. The method is not limited to 

automotive models as used in this work but generally applicable on any compatible dataset under the 

given mesh constraints. We have discussed the differences and advantages of our approach in the style 

transfer context compared to other mesh mixing methods. We are also able to selectively combine global 

and local features enabling us to respect given constraints like overall car length or the height of specific 

parts such as the trunk. This is essential for a proper portfolio generation process. Since the computational 

expensive parts of the algorithm are executed beforehand, the proposed approach and design exploration 

tool provide an excellent usability with real-time editing capabilities. Additionally, the proposed method 

has only very few and very intuitive free parameters. By adjusting those mixing coefficients, the style 

transfer can be fine-tuned in order to increase or avoid desired or unwanted features. 
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On the contrary, the current approach only supports style transfer between meshes with the exact same 

topology. One future direction is to extend the approach to handle meshes with different topologies. 

Besides, different topology meshes style transfer would allow for functional models closer to production 

instead of meshes for pure visual evaluation, which would further facilitate development and design. 

Additionally, a homogenous mesh generator with semantic awareness would strongly increase the output 

quality. This generator could place vertices on identical components across highly differing automotive 

categories that would prevent undesired artefacts like e.g. windshield wipers on trunks. 
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